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Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform: A Guide for Developers and Enterprise ArchitectsApress, 2015

	Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform shows you how to take advantage of the Google Cloud Platform technologies to build all kinds of cloud-hosted software and services for both public and private consumption. Whether you need a simple virtual server to run your legacy application or you need to architect a...
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CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice TestsSybex, 2016

	Master CEH v9 and identify your weak spots


	CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice Tests are the ideal preparation for this high-stakes exam. Five complete, unique practice tests are designed to help you identify weak spots in your understanding, so you can direct your preparation efforts efficiently and gain...
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Learning Einstein Analytics: Unlock critical insights with Salesforce  Einstein AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Learn to confidently setup and create app, lenses, dashboards using Salesforce Einstein Analytics.


	Key Features

	
		Explore Einstein analytics on desktop as well as mobile platforms
	
		Turn data into smarter sales with Einstein Analytics for Sales
	
		Visualize your data with...
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Building Django 2.0 Web Applications: Create enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications easily with Django 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Go from the initial idea to a production-deployed web app using Django 2.0.

	
		Key Features

		
			A beginners guide to learning python's most popular framework, Django
	
			Build fully featured web projects in Django 2.0 through examples.
	
			Deploy web applications in...
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Docker on Windows: From 101 to production with Docker on Windows, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to run new and old applications in Docker containers on Windows - modernizing the architecture, improving security and maximizing efficiency. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Run .NET Framework and .NET Core apps in Docker containers for efficiency, security and portability
	
			Design...
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Beginning PostgreSQL on the Cloud: Simplifying Database as a Service on Cloud PlatformsApress, 2018

	
		Get started with PostgreSQL on the cloud and discover the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of the cloud services from Amazon, Rackspace, Google, and Azure. Once you have chosen your cloud service, you will focus on securing it and developing a back-up strategy for your PostgreSQL instance as part of your long-term plan....
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Amazon Web Services For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Create dynamic cloud-based websites with Amazon Web Services and this friendly guide!


	As the largest cloud computing platform in the world, Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides one of the most popular web services options available. This easy-to-understand guide is the perfect introduction to the Amazon Web Services platform...
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Mastering VMware vSphere 5.5Sybex, 2013

	The 2013 edition of the bestselling vSphere book on the market


	Virtualization remains the hottest trend in the IT world, and VMware vSphere is the industry's most widely deployed virtualization solution. The demand for IT professionals skilled in virtualization and cloud-related technologies is great and expected to keep...
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Networking All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2021

	
		Your ultimate one-stop networking reference 

	
		Designed to replace that groaning shelf-load of dull networking books you’d otherwise have to buy and house, Networking All-in-One For Dummies covers all the basic and not-so-basic information you need to get a...
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Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of ItSpringer, 2011

	Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It focuses on the deeper aspects of the two recognized subdivisions of Computer Science, Software and Hardware. These subdivisions are shown to be closely interrelated as a result of the stored-program concept. Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It includes certain...
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Microsoft Private Cloud ComputingSybex, 2012

	Learn the foundation of cloud computing and how to build your own Microsoft private cloud


	Written by a team of expert authors who are MVPs and leaders in their respective fields, this one-of-a-kind book is an essential resource for IT administrators who are responsible for implementing and managing a cloud infrastructure....
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Moving To The Cloud: Developing Apps in the New World of Cloud ComputingSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Information is the most valuable resource in the 21st century. Whether for a

	consumer looking for a restaurant in San Francisco, a small business woman checking

	textile prices in Bangalore, or a financial services executive in London studying

	stock market trends, information at the moment of decision is key in providing the...
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